CreditScoreResource.com Announces The Best Way To Find A Valentine Through Credit Score Information
CreditScoreResource.com, the top educator of credit score information, launched their post Top Tips to Find
a Mate with the Right Credit Score. Credit scores reveal more than just an individuals spending habits; they
bring personality traits and character flaws to light.
Online PR News â€“ 11-February-2014 â€“ Minneapolis, MN - CreditScoreResource.com, the leading
educator of credit score ratings information, just launched their post Top Tips to Find a Mate with the Right
Credit Score. Credit scores reveal more than just an individuals spending habits; they can bring personality
traits and character flaws to light.
Â
In celebration of Valentines Day, CreditScoreResource.com has released a must read post for anyone
looking for love entitled, Top Tips to Find a Mate with the Right Credit Score. The post expertly sheds light on
how a potential partners credit score can pave the way to perfect happiness, or propel a pairing down a rocky
road. The reader will learn what credit score ratings reveal about a potential mate's personality and how to
eliminate risky relationships before they begin.
Â
and sometimes the desire to settle down overrides a persons normally good sense. They end up
trusting the wrong person, and in the worse case scenario, end up paying for that individuals
shortcomings, emotionally for sure, and sometimes even financially.
The post is written by CreditScoreResource.com contributing author and former employee of the Minnesota
Department of Commerce (MDC) Megan Eisenhower. Megan has offered free credit counseling to hundreds
of people during her 11 year tenure at the MDC, and is a long time member of the National Foundation for
Credit Counseling, the largest and longest-serving nonprofit credit counseling organization in the United
States.
Â
"Everyones looking for love and thinking about relationships at this time of the year," says Megan, "and
sometimes the desire to settle down overrides a persons normally good sense. They end up trusting the
wrong person, and in the worse case scenario, end up paying for that individuals shortcomings, emotionally
for sure, and sometimes even financially." But what if there was a way to see inside of someone, a "crystal
ball" that could give insight into their true personality and character. Well, actually there is - a credit score.
Â
Its reasonable to say that the best way to predict future behavior is to examine behavioral patterns of the
past. If a person has behaved responsibly with credit, paying bills on time, and meeting the terms of their
loans and credit cards, it will be reflected in an excellent credit score. A poor credit score however is an
indicator that the individual is perhaps not the most reliable, and could be caused by major issues like
foreclosure, bankruptcy, or liens. Finding out a potential mates credit score may not be the most romantic
thing to do, but it can save individuals from heartache and worse in the future.
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Â
Top Tips to Find a Mate with the Right Credit Score provides excellent advice about how simple everyday
behaviors can provide clues as to whether a potential partner may have a high or low credit score rating.
"You dont have to go poking through their personal belongings to find out a persons possible credit rating,"
Megan says, "but if your boyfriend or fiance is driving a Porsche and working at the local hamburger joint, it
should be clear that hes probably living beyond his means."
Â
Both partners need to have the same goals in life in order for a relationship to work, and each has to exert an
equal amount of effort to reach them. Life and relationships are difficult enough without the added stress of
unnecessary or unexpected financial woes. Individuals can eliminate that possibility by being open about
credit scores. Read the full version of Top Tips to Find a Mate with the Right Credit Score.
Â
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